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An extended entropy condition (E) has previously been proposed, by which 
we have been able to prove uniqueness and existence theorems for the Riemann 
problem for general 2-conservation laws. In this paper we consider the Riemann 
problem for general n-conservation laws. We first show how the shock are 
related to the characteristic speeds. A uniqueness theorem is proved subject to 
condition (E), which is equivalent to Lax’s shock inequalities when the system 
is “genuinely nonlinear.” These general observations are then applied to the 
equations of gas dynamics without the convexity condition PJzl, S) > 0. 
Using condition (E), we prove the uniqueness theorem for the Riemann 
problem of the gas dynamics equations. This answers a question of Bethe. 
Next, we establish the relation between the shock speed u and the entropy S 
along any shock curve. That the entropy S increases across any shock, first 
proved by Weyl for the convex case, is established for the nonconvex case by 
a different method. Wendroff also considered the gas dynamics equations with- 
out convexity conditions and constructed a solution to the Riemann problem. 
Notice that his solution does satisfy our condition (E). 
1. GENERAL ?z-CONSERVATION LAWS 
We consider the system 
ut +f(& = 0, t > 0, -CO<X<CO, U-1) 
where u = (ul, G,..., ZP)~(X, t) and f(u) = ( jl(u), fB(u),..., f*z(z~))t E C3(U) 
for u in some open set U in Ru. Assume that (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic, i.e., 
the matrix [af”/W] has real and distinct eigenvalues h,(u) < X,(u) < ... < h,(u) 
for 24 in U. Let ri = ri(z4), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, be the corresponding right eigen- 
vectors of [afi/Wj. The eigenvectors can be chosen to be a smooth function 
of u. 
We study the Riemann problem of solving (1.1) with initial data 
u(0, 3) = l;z I for x < 0, 
r for x > 0. 
(1.2) 
where ur E U, u, E U are two arbitrary constant vectors. 
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We are interested in weak solutions in the sense of distributions. In [3], 
Lax introduced the notion of genuine nordinearity and solved the Riemann 
problem when uz is close to u, and the solution satisfies shock inequalities 
across any discontinuity. Smoller [5, 61 solved the Riemann problem for 
2-conservation laws with arbitrary constant states ur and u, . For the general 
2-conservation laws without the genuine nonlinearity condition, the present 
author proposed the extended entropy condition (E) and solved the Riemann 
problem with arbitrary initial constant states (cf. [4]). 
Let u0 be any point in U. The rarefaction curves Ri(uO), i = 1, 2,..., n, are 
the integral curves of the vector fields ri . V through u0 . The shocA curz’e 
S(u,) is the set 
for all i,j = 1, 2>..., ~2;. 
The quantity U(U, u,,) is the shock speed. It is known that certain elementary 
weak solutions, called rarefaction waves and shock rxzges, can be defined along 
the rarefaction and shock curves; for example, see [3]. 
In [3], Lax proved that, for u near u0 , S(u,) consists of n smooth curves 
&(%h Q%,,..., u4l)> and &(u,) is tangent to &(z+,) at u0 . Hereafter, we 
assume that, for any u0 in U, 
S(Q) = (Jr=, Si(u), and for any u E S,(u,), k = 1, 2,..., n, 
u f ug , we have {u - us , rr(u) ,..., rBU1(u), P~,.~(u) ,...) m(u)) (1.3) 
are linearly independent, 
where Situ,,), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, are smooth curves tangent to Ri(uO) at a,, . 
By (1.3), we can write u - u0 = Cr=, airi for u G S,(u,), u # u0 . Then 
oiR f 0. Devide ,S’,(uJ into two continuous curves S,+(u,) and A’,-(u,) such 
that “I?: > 0 for .u E S,+(u,) and CQ < 0 for u E S,-(Q). We have 
S,f(u,) n sk-(uo) = {U@}. 
Let h,(u, , u) be the tangent to &(u,) at zc. We take h,(u, I u) to be nonzero 
and smooth with respect to u and i&(u,, f uO) = ri(u& Let djdv, and d/c+, 
be the directional derivatives along the Ri and St curves, i.e., 
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LEMMA 1.1. If for any u E S,(u,) X,+,(u) > o(u, z+,) > h,-,(v), then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) 
da 
__ = 0, 
dtLk 
(ii) u = Al, at u # u. . 
AIoreover, (i) or (ii) implies that Sk(uO) is tangent to R,(u) at u. 
Proof. From V(U - zz,,) = f(u) -f(u,J, we have 
g t” - %) = (g - u) h&q, , u). 
Suppose dc/dpB = 0. Since h, # 0, G is an eigenvalue of afjau. But 
hkfl > u > A,,, ) so (3 = Al, . 
Next, suppose cr = A, . Write h,(u, , U) = cin_r/3,~,(~). Then 
-$ (u - uo) = f (Xi - u) piri 
i=l 
= f (Xi - A,) piri . 
i=l 
i#k 
By (1.3), u - u,, is not a linear combination of r, ,..., rk--l , rk+r ,..., r, . Thus 
da/dp, = j$ = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1, k + l,..., n. In particular, h,(u, zq,) = 
pkrk(u) and so S,(u,) is tangent to J&(U) at u. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. Set h,(z+, , u) = CL, j$ri(u) and let the assumptions of 
Lemma 1.1 hold. Then flk > 0 for any u E Sk(uo). 
Proof. When u = u,, , we have h,(u, , uO) = rk(uO). Thus ,& = 1 > 0. 
Suppose pie = 0 for some u E S,(u,). Then 
which, by (3-l), implies that dc/dpk = 0 and h,(u, , u) = Pkrk = 0. This is a 
contradiction, since we assume that h, is nonzero everywhere. Hence, pk. is 
nonzero everywhere and pli = 1 when u = u,, . Thus, /3, > 0 for any 
u E S,(u,). Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Assume that (1.3) holds and that h,+,(u) > o(u, ug) > A,-l(u) 
fey any u E S,(u,). Then for u E S,+(u,), we have 
(i) 35 > 0 
dpr: 
if and only if o < A, at u, 
(ii) -.+? < 0 
4, 
if and only if G > Arc at U, 
and, for u E S,c - (uO), we have 
(iii) A?- > 0 
dpk 
if and only if u > A, at U, 
(iv) -65 < 0 
4% 
if any only if (T < A, at 21. 
Proof. We only prove (i). (ii)- are proved similarly. 
Write u - zcO = Cyz, qi(u) and h(u, , u) = Cy=, ,Qi(u). Since u E S,+(U,), 
we have clic > 0. Bv Lemma 1.2, /II; > 0. Therefore we have 
2 @ - u> = (g - u) h,(u, , u) 
and 
Thus, (do/d& 01~ = (A, - u) ,6, , and so doldp, > 0 if and only ifA, - (T > 0, 
which is (i). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let u1 E S,c(u,). If {uO , %} satisfies the following extended 
entropy condition (E), 
(E) ~(u, , u,,) < U(U, uO) for every u E S,(u,) between u,, and u1 , 
then u satisJies the shock inequalities 
lbforeover, if the system (1.1) is ‘genuinely nonlinear”, i.e., dh,(r,) f 0 for all u 
in U, then condition (E) is equivalent to Lax’s shock inequalities (L). 
(L) u4 < 4% > 1 u 1 -=c kc(%), JLl(%) -=c 44l 3 %I -=c LHW- 
The Corollary is proved by using Theorem 1.1 and the following proposi- 
tion We omit the proof. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let u G S,+(u,) ami du/dpk = 0 at u. If d&Jr,) > 0 
(< 0) at 2.4, then d%/dp, > 0 (< 0) at 24. 
Proof. Write u - u,, = CF=, oliri , h(u, , u) = Cy=, fliri . By Lemma 1.2, 
ali > 0, pk > 0. Differentiating a(u - us) = f(zl) - f(~,,) twice along S,(u,,), 
we have 
Since doldprc = 0, u = X, , and h, = ,&,,Y~ at u, the above equality yields 
Thus (d%/dp,) ak = pkG2 dh,(r,). Since elk > 0 and & > 0, this completes 
the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
As was shown in [4], the crucial step in proving the existence and unique- 
ness theorems for the Riemann problem is to establish first the analogous 
theorems for the k-waves. For this, we construct a curve ~~(2~s) such that u,, 
is connected to any u on yJzc,,) on the right by k-shocks, k-rarefaction waves, 
and k-contact discontinuities. Also we require the solution to satisfy condition 
(E) across any discontinuity. 
We now describe briefly the construction of the curve ~~(u,,). For simplicity, 
we assume that any R, curve intersects the set {u E U 1 dh,(rB) = 0 at u} 
at discrete points (cf. condition (2.1) of [4]). 
Suppose that dhk(rk) < 0 at u,, . Then the first segment of yG(z+,) is Sk+(z~,,). 
For u E S,+(zc,), zc close to u,, , the solution of the Riemann problem {uO , u) is 
a k-shock. In the case h, > 0, the solution is a forward shock as indicated in 
Fig. 1, where light lines denote characteristic lines. 
/” 
‘I 
uO /// 1 " /I/ I 
/ ',I/ 
// I/ 
x 
FIGURE 1 
As u moves further away from u,, along S,+(u,), we may have o(u,, , zcr) = 
X,(zc,) at some point u, E S,+(u,). The solution of (u,, , UJ is indicated in 
Fig. 2. 
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FIGURE 2 
The curve yr(u,) is then continued from z+ by the rarefaction curve RI,(u), 
so that the solution is a shock wave connecting u,, to ur , followed by a rare- 
faction wave connecting zlr to u on R,(u,). We indicate the solution in Fig. 3. 
FIGURE 3 
When R,(u,) first leaves the region (U / &Jr,) > 0) at u2 ) we continue 
yli(uo) from ua with the mixed curve yr* corresponding to yr . Here yr is the R, 
curve between IC, and u2 and yr* is defined as follows: 
u E yrq if and only if there is U* E yr such that u is theJirst point on S,+(u*) 
with a(~, u*) = &(a*). 
For u E yr* with corresponding u* E yr , we solve the Riemann problem 
{uO , ZJ> by connecting ua to ur by a k-shock, ur to u* by a k-rarefaction wave, 
and u* to zl by a k-shock. The solution is indicated in Fig. 4. 
9 / / 
LliLic- 
// ,’ u* 
“0 .’ /,’ , 
/‘4 // u 
X55 b//l 
x 
FIGURE 4 
The discontinuities (zcO , ur} and (u*, U> have the properties that the shock 
speed cr coincides with the characteristic speed Al, on either side of the shock. 
We call such a discontinuity a contact discontinuity. 
Continue the curve yK(u,,) with yr* until some point zca on K*, where 
o.($“, ~a) = hB(ug). We then continue yk(uo) from ua with Rk(u& and point u 
on Rk(u3) is connected to us by a rarefaction wave. The solution is indicated 
in Fig. 5. 
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FIGURE 5 
We note that {us*, us} is a two-sided contact discontinuity. Continue this 
process so that yr(uo) is composed of shock, rarefaction, and mixed curves. 
For u E yk(u,), u is connected to ua by K-waves of the form indicated in 
Fig. 6, where {u, , ur> and {u,~*, u} are connected by one-sided contact 
discontinuities, {ui*, u,}, 1 < i < n - I, by two-sided contact discontinuities 
and {ui , u~+~}, 1 < i < n - 1, by rarefaction waves. Of course, it may 
happen that ur = u, , and the Riemann problem {u,, , u} is solved by a single 
shock. 
FIGURE 6 
An analogous but more precise description of the curve yJu,,) is found in 
[4]. The situation here is more complicated. We first characterize the mixed 
curve. 
LEMnqA 1.3. Let y* be a k-mixed curve .with corresponding R, cwve y. 
That is, for an)’ u E y*, there is u* E y such that u E S,(u*) and u(u*, u) = 
h,(u*). Then y* is tangent to S,(u*) at u. In particular, ifu(u*, u) = h,(u*) = 
&(u), then y* is tangent to R,(u) at u. 
Proof. Let g be a tangent to y* at u. As zc* moves along y, u moves along 
y*. Differentiating X,(u*)(u - u*) = f (u) - f (u*), we have 
hk”(U - u*) = X,“(g - rk*) = zg - $ rp*, 
where h,* = h,(u*), h, * = dA,(rk)(u*), af */au = (af /au)(u*), etc. Since 
A,%,* = (af */au) rk*, we have 
(1) X,*(u - u*) = (3 - XL*) g.
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Next, differentiating X,(U*)(U - u*) = f(u) - f(~*) by keeping zl* fixed 
and moving u along Sk(u*), we have 
-g (21 - a*) = g- - Arc* h(u”, u). ) 
If u(u *, M) & AR(u), then da/& # 0 and # - A* is nonsingular. By (I) 
and (II) it follows that 
(df- A,*) ($-g - Qh) = 0, 
and so (rlo,/&)g - X,*/r = 0. That is, S,(u*) is tangent toy* at p. 
The case &(u*) = X,(U) is proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that (1.3) lzol& and h,_,(u) < o(z+, u) <&r(u) 
-fop any uO E U and .u E S,(u,) and that each R, curve intexepts the set 
{u E U j d&.(~,~) = 0 at 11) at discrete points. Then there exists a cuyce yk.uO) 
such that CT0 is connected to anjf IA on y,JuJ on the right by k-shocks, k-pare- 
faction waves, and k-contact discmtinuities. Also, across any discontimity 
(u-, UT) at (x, t), u- = 24(x - Cl, t), u+ = u(x + 0, t), the followi?~g extended 
entropy condition (E) is satisjied: 
(E) U(U-., ZA’) < a@-, U) 
for any u 072 S,(r) between u- and u f. Conversely, if u C~TZ be connected to uO by 
k-zoaves satisfying conditio?t (E), then u E yJu,) and the solution has a mipue form. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is rather complicated. However, using 
Theorem I. 1, Lemmas 1.1-l .3, and Proposition 1.1, we can prove Theorem i .2 
by essentially the same techniques used in the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 
in [4]. \Ve omit the proof. 
The uniqueness and existence theorems for the Riemann problem can be 
proved with more assumptions on the system (1.1). We will not make the 
attempt here. Instead, to exhibit the general techniques, we will prove the 
uniqueness theorem for the Riemann problem for the gas dynamics equations 
in the next section. 
2. THE RIEMANN PROBLEM FOR THE GAS DYNAMICS EQUATIONS 
Consider the equations of gas dynamics in the Lagrangian coordinates: 
% + p, = 0, 
vt - u, = 0, 
Et + CPU>. = 0, 
(2.1) 
P = P(v, 4 = P(v, 4 2 0, 
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where u, 21, p, e, and s are velocity, specific volume, pressure, internal energy, 
and entropy, respectively, and E = e + $3 is the total energy. We make the 
following assumptions: 
P&4 4 < 0, p,(a, 4 > 0. (2.2) 
Remark. By the thermodynamic relation de = p de, + T ds, we know 
pV(q s) = -pP,(q e) + pa(u), e). It follows from (2.2) that pV(q S) < 0. 
Hereafter, we writep, = P.Jq s), Pa = pV(w, e), andp, = p,(q e). 
Corresponding to last section, we have 
and 
af ~ zzz 
au 
i 
---UP, PO Pt? 
-1 0 0 
P - U2Pe f&J 1 UP, 
A, = -v’-p,, A, = 0, h3=Gg, 
r1 = (I, l/d--p,, u - P/VG& rg = (0, Pe t -Pv), (2.3) 
r3 = (1, -l/2/-PV , 24 + PGjG). 
The shock conditions and tangents to shock curves are 
4 - uo) = P - PO > 
u(v - no) = (u - uo), 
4E - Eo) = PU - P,ZC, , 
(2.4) 
( 2cJ - P& - uo> h1 = ls p,-u2+p,(p-po) p” 
+ (u - UONPV + u2) + @ - uo) PP, - UP 
Pv - 3 + PAP - PO) ! 
) 
h, = r3 , (2.5) 
h= ( 33 - Pt?@ - %) ly pv-uo”+p,(p-po) 2u 
+ (u - Uo)(Pv + 4 + (u - uo) PP, - UP 
P, - a2 + P,(P - PO) 1 
) 
where u = u(uo , q, , E, , u, v, E), p, = p(u, , e,), etc. 
A smooth function of (u, v, E) is a k-Riemann invariant if it is constant 
along any R, curve. It is known that for n-conservation laws there exist, 
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at least locally, n - 1 linearly independent K-Riemann invariants for each h. 
For the system (2.1), by thermodynamic relations we have 
*IL ___ 
1-Riemann invariants: s and v - 
J V/-Pa I 
2-Riemann invariants: u and P, (2.6) 
.u 
3-Riemann invariants: s and v + 
J 
IQ--p,. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that (2.2) holds. Then we have the following. 
(i) The set S(u, , v,, , E,) consists of three cor&uous curves S,(uO , v. , I?,)? 
S2(uo , v. , EoD), and &(u, , v. , E,). The ctirces S, and S, are de$ned for all u, 
and the curve S, = R, . 
(ii) For any (u, v, E) E S,(u, , v0 , E,), u # u0 , we have either u > ug, 
v > no, and p < p, or u > u0 , v < v. , and p > p, . For any (u, v, E) E 
S,(u, , v. 1 E,), u # u. , we have either u > u. , v < v,, , and p > p, or 
u < u,, , v > v. , andp < p, . Also, u > 0 on S, and o < 0 on S, . 
(iii) Let (u, v, E) be any point in S,(u, , v. , E,), u # I+, . Then (u - zq, , 
v - v,, , E - E,), r?(u, v, E), and rg(u, v, E) are linear(v independent. SimiEnrly, 
for any (u, v, E) in S,(u, , v. , E,), u f u0 , we have (u - u0 , v - v0 , E - E,), 
rl(u, v, E), and rp(u, v, E) are linearly independent. 
Proof. 
(i) We first prove that there exist at most two points (u, 71, E) on 
quo 3 vo 9 E,) for any given u f ug. Indeed, suppose (u, vI , EJ and 
(u, vz , E,) are any two distinct points in S(u, , q, , E,) and q = 5(q, , v0 , .Eo; 
U, q , E1) and (TV = a(~, , v0 , E,; u, vz , E,). Since zc f uO, u1 # 0 and 
crz # 0. Therefore, by (2.4), it follows that 
vzh - 212) = Pl - P, Y 
v2(el - e2> = Po( Pl - P2). 
Suppose that there exist more than two points (u, v, E) on S(U, , v. , E,) 
for a fixed ZJ f u. . Then without loss of generahty, we can assume that 
qc2 > 0. However, when u1u2 > 0, p, > p, if and only if e, > e, and 
v1 > vg . This is a contradiction, since pV(v, e) < 0 and p,(e), e) > 0. Next, 
we show that the shock curves S, and S, do not escape along any hyperplane 
zl = constant. Suppose there exist (Us, v, , E,), n = 1,2, 3 ,..., on S, or S, 
and u, -+ u, p, = p(~, , v, , E,) -+ co as B ---f 03. Then, by (2.4), 
un = u(uo , vo f E. , u, , v, , en) + a, 21, - v* -+ 0, 
en - e, = E, - E. - &un2 + au,2 -+ +(u - uo)z. 
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But this is a contradiction, since p, = p(v, , e,) + p(a, , g(u - z@), which 
is finite. Similarly, it is impossible to have vu, --f &cc or E, --f &co as 
fz -+ CK). This proves (i). 
(ii) Since o = /\I < 0 when u = us , and u - u0 # 0 when (zc, v, E) # 
(uo > ‘uo , Eo) for any (u, a, E) in S,(u, , no, E,,), we know that (T never changes 
sign along S,(u, , zvo , E,). Therefore, (T is always negative along S, . Similarly, 
o is always positive along S, . Now (ii) follows directly from these observations. 
(iii) We only consider the S, curve. Let (u, n, E) be a point on 
S,(u, , vo, E,). Suppose (M - u. , v - no , E - E,) = OIT~(U, v E) + pr3(u, v, E), 
01 and jI scalars. Using (2.3 and (2.4), we can eliminate 01, p and u to obtain 
Since u < 0, p, > 0, & < 0, the above equality leads to contradiction. 
This proves (iii). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that (2.2) holds and p.Jv, s) has isolated zeros. 
Tlzen, through each point (u. , v. , E,) there are smooth curves yk(uO , v. , E,), 
k = 1, 2, 3, such that (u. , v. , Eo) is connected to atzy (u, v, 8) on yl(uo , v. , E,) 
(Y&o > vo 3 E,)) by backward (forwmd) shocks, rarefaction waves, and contact 
dticontinuities, and every (u, v, E) on yZ(uo , v. , E,) can be connected to 
ho 9 210 7 Eo) by a contact discontinuity. Also, colzdition (E) is satisfied across any 
discontinuity. Conversel_tl, if (u, v, E) is connected to (u. , vO , E,) by backward 
(forward) waves such that condition (E) is satisjed across discontinuities, then 
(u, v> El E YI(U~ 9 vo 7 Eo) (Y&O 9 vo > EON and the solution to the Riemann 
problem ((u. , v. , Eo), (u, v, E)) has unique form. 
Proof. It is obvious that yz = R, = Sa . Theorem 1.2 guarantees the 
existence and uniqueness of yr and ys curves. Indeed, the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.2 are satisfied by virtue of Lemma 2.1 and equations dA,(rl) = 
p,,l--2p, and dX,(rJ = p,,l-2p, . This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
As was shown in [5], there may not exist a solution to the Riemann problem 
even for isentropic ilow with p,, > 0. However, we have the following 
uniqueness theorem. 
T~OREM 2.2. Suppose that (2.2) holds. Then there exists at most one 
solution to the Riemann problem ((uz , vz , Ez); (u,. , v, , E,)} in the class of 
shocks, rarefaction waves, and contact dticontinuities szcch that condition (E) is 
satisjied amoss any discontinuity. 
Proof. By the Corollary of Theorem 1.1 and simple geometric arguments, 
we know that the solution to the Riemann problem {(z+ , vE , Ez); (ur , v,~ , E,)} 
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is of the form indicated in Fig. 7. That is, (~1~ , z’~ , .E,) is connected to 
@l ?Vl? I$) by backward waves, (~1 , zll , EJ to (up, ~a , E,) by a 2-wave, 
and (~a , va , E,) to (u,. , v’, , ET) by forward waves. 
FIGURE 7 
Suppose that the Riemann problem ((ZQ , z+ , E,); (ur , q., E,,.)) can also 
be solved by connecting (uz , ~1~ , E,) to (u3 , ~a , E3) by backward waves, 
(~3 > v, > Ed to (ZG , vu2 , E4) by a 2-wave, and (IA*, v4 , EJ to (Us , v, , I?,) by 
forward waves. By Theorem 2.1 we have only to show that (ul , zp , E1) = 
(% 7 v, 9 Es) and (u2,up, EJ = (uq,v4,E4). 
Suppose that (~a , va , I&) f (zcz , v4, E4). Let d = A(u, , z+ , E,) = 
{(u, U, E) 1 there exists (z&G, I?) such that (J, 6, E’) E yr(uz , oz , E,) and 
(21, v, E) E Y&K v”, &I. S’ mce yr is a function of u and u is constant along ya , 
it follows that (6, 5, E) . IS uniquely determined by (u, v, E) and the set A is a 
2-dimensional surface. We want first to find a continuous nonzero normal 
vector N to surface A, If Tr and T2 are two linearly independent tangent 
vectors to A, we may take N = Tr x T, . 
Since (u, v, E) E yz(C, u”, e), we take Tr = yg = (0, p, , -FJ. We note that 
(6 d, E> E Y&G , vz , E,) and yr consists of shock, rarefaction, and mixed 
curves. Suppose y,(u, , vii , EJ is composed of a shock or mixed curve at 
(E, .v”, E). Then (d ,.i, .!?) E S,(zc, , v,, , E,) for some (ZQ, , v,, , I&) on yl(zcI : vE , E,) 
and yI(+ , v1 , E,) is tangent to S(u, , v,, , E,) at (2, 6, ,I?$. When yl(uz I Y+, E,) 
is composed of (zi, 27, E”), we consider this as the limiting case where 
(uo > vo Y E,) = (J, 6, I?). Let T2 be the tangent vector to A at (u, v, E) such 
that, as (C, 6, E) moves along yI(~o, 71~) E,), the corresponding (u, v, E) 
moves in the direction of T, while v is kept fixed. Since ZL and p are constant 
along any y2 curve, we take T, = (1, 0, dE/dp) and 
dP dP =--- 
dp (w,v,E) 1 41 (ri,e,m ’ 
where d/dp is the derivative along T2 and didpI is the derivative along 
%(uo 3 ‘uo > E,). By (2.5), it follows that 
dE 
--zcP, f-&$ = -z:p,+p, 
26 -p&i - uo) 
P.5 - 3 + pz@ - p,) 
+pzc + (C - zd(p, + GZ) + (iz - 2co)jp~ - 2$ 
P, - 2 + p&P - PO) 
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+ (a - uo)(p, + 3) + $p,(zi - 24)) - 2g 
PC - 2 + Pe(P - P,) I!> 
where p, = p&z, 6, E), 5 = u(zdo ) q) , I&,; ii, 6, E), etc. The normal vector 
to A is 
N = Tl x T2 
= ( 
25 - p&2 - uo) 
$5 p, - 3 + p,(j - p,) 
+ (22 - u,)(pfi + 3) + jp& - uo) - 2$ 
P, - 3 + PC?@ -PlJ 
+ UP,, A 9 Pe). 
Let 01s = c+(u, , q. , I$.) be a smooth curve such that (up , v,. , E,) is con- 
nected to any (u, v, E) on aa on the left by forward waves that satisfy condition 
(E). By a proof similar to that of Theorem 2.1 we have (zla , va , E,) E aa and 
(% 7 94 3 E4) E 01~ and 0~~ is composed of shock, rarefaction, and mixed curves. 
Let (u, v, E) be any point in aa n ,!I and let T, be the tangent to 01~ at (u, v, E). 
As before, there is (u’, v’, E’) on 01s such that Tz = A.Ju’, v’, E’; u, v, E). 
Therefore, we have 
T,.N =P, 
26 - p&T - uo) 
Pv - a2 + PdP - PO) 
+ p- (2 - u,)(P, + 5”) + H(C - %I> Pz - w 
e 
Pv - u2 + PAP -PJ 
= 20 - P& - %I 
p* Pv - 2 + PAP - P’> 
+ p (u - U’>(Pv + 4 + P@ - 4 Pe - 2aP 
e 
P, - 2 + PAP - P’) 
qP, + Pa - PZPCJ u(Pz, + F7J - Pep’> 
= Ps--+PdP-Pp,) - p,--2+P,(P-P’) 
where p’ = p(u’, v’, E’) and a = u(u’, v’, E’; u, v, E). 
Since u > 0, p, < 0, & < 0, p, > 0, p > 0; therefore, u( p, + jYV -pep’) > 0 
andp,-u2+pe(p-p’) =&--u2-pp,p’<O, 
u(Pv + $0 - Pt?P’) 
pv-u2+P,(P-P’) <O* 
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Similarly, 
qpn ++p5 - P,Po) 
PC - 3 -tPctP - PO) >0 
and so T? * N > 0 at (u, v, E). 
However, we know that (212 , z’~ , E.J and (zc, , ZJ~, &) are both in the inter- 
section of A and 01~ . Hence, A intersects 01s at more than one point and thus 
there must exist a point (u, v, E) on A n a3 such that N . Ts 3 0 at (u, z), E). 
But this is a contradiction, since we have already shown that N . Tz < 0 at 
every point in A n CX~ . Thus, (uz , v, , Es) = (1~~ , vg , EJ. 
Since y1 is a function of u and u is constant along any ye curve, it follows 
that u3 = u, = z+ = uq and (zli , v1 , E1) = (~a , vs , Es). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. 
3. THE EXTENDED ENTROPY CONDITION (E) AND 
THERMODYNAMIC ENTROPY s 
In this section we will study the relations between shock speed CT, entropy s, 
and condition (E) for the system (2.1). 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that (2.2) holds and p, = pS(v, s) > 0. Along 
&(uo Y vo 7 Eo) and S2(uo , v. , Eo) the following are eqzivalent: 
Proof. 
(i) impk (ii). By (2.4), we have 9 = (p - p,)/--(v - ~1~) and 
2+=-L 
v - v. (P” g + (Pv + 4 2). 
By Theorem 1.1, (i) implies that CT = X and so p, + a2 = 0. Hence, 
p, ds/dp = 0, which is (ii). 
(ii) implies (i). Since s is a l-Riemann invariant and a 3-Riemann invariant, 
it follows that, if ds/d,u = 0 at (u, q E) f Si(uo , v, , E,), i = 1 or 3, then 
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&(u, , v,, , Es; U, V, E) = DIT~(U, V, E) + ,&a(~, V, E) for some scalars 01 and p. 
By (2.3) and (2.5), we have 
22 - P4P - PO) 
P?J - 2 + P&P - PO) 
= ,(a - P) & > 
(a - Uo)(Pv + 0”) + Ph - uo) P, - 2oP 
Pv - 9 + PdP - PO) 
= P(B - 4 -& 9 
and so 
au - uo)( P, + 0”) + P(U - %J P, - 2uPl + P(2u” - Pe( p - PO)> = 0. 
This last equality yields a(u - ~a)( p, + 2) = 0, and thus u = &a , 
which, by Lemma 1.1, implies that du/dp = 0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that (2.2) holds and p, > 0. For any (u, v, E) on 
sl(uo , v. , Eo), we have 
(9 “>O 
& 
if and only if k (0, 
4 
(ii) *to 
4 
if and only if k >o, 
4 
and, for (u, v, II) on Sa(zc, v, , E,), we have 
(iii) d”>o 
4 
if and only if * > 0, 
dp 
(iv) d”<o 
dP 
if and only if *<o. 
4 
Proof. We only prove (i). (ii)- are proved similarly. 
By Lemma 3.1, we have only to prove the theorem when (u, v, E) is in a 
small neighborhood of (z+ , vI , Er) E S,(uo , v. , E,) and du/dp = ds/dp = 0 
at (zcr , vr , III). By Theorem 1.1, we know a = A, at (zcr , vr , El). For 
simplicity, we assume that d%/d$ # 0 at (ur , vr , I&). Differentiating 
u = (P - Po)/(zl - uo) and u2 = (P - P,)/(u - vo) twice along S,(u,, vo, Eo) 
and then evaluating them at (ul , vr , ICI), we have 
2@1 - 4 $- = p, $ + p,, ($)2, 
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and, by (2.5), 
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d’v P&vldr)2 
- = 2p?J +PdP - PO) . dr2 
Now these three equalities yield 
p+ = 
(ul - uo)2 u d% 
(dv/d# (-pr) n,e ’ (3.1) 
It follows from (3.1) that d2s/dp2 > 0 if and only if d”u/dp2 > 0. This proves 
the theorem. 
LEMMA 3.2. The entropy s is norzdecreasing along the cwve yr(uo , vo, E,) 
defined i?z Theorem 2.1. That is, S(u, v, E) 3 S(u, , v1 , E,Ifor any (ul j v1 , EJ 
on yl(uo, v,, , E,,) between (u, v, E) and (a0 , v,, , E,). Similarly, s is nmz- 
i?zcreasing alofzg the cmve y3(uo , v,, , E,,). Moreover, s is strictly impeasing 
(decreasing) along those shock and mixed curves that appear in yz (y3j. 
Proof= We know that yr and y3 are composed of shock, rarefaction, and 
mixed curves, and s is constant along any rarefaction curve. For those shock 
curves which appear in yr and ys , the shock speed D satisfies condition (E). 
Hence, by Theorem 3.1, s is decreasing (increasing) along those shock curves 
in y.. (yr). Similarly, by Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 3.1, s is decreasing along 
mixed curves in ys (yr). This proves the Lemma. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (2.2) holds and p, > 0. Then the entropy s 
increases across any disco?ztinuity that satis@ condition (E). That is, ;f the 
solution (u, v, E) to (2.1) has a dixcontinuity at (x, t) satisJt&g conditiolz (E), 
then S(x, t + 0) > S(x, 1 - 0). 
Proof. We consider only the case where the speed of the discontinuity is 
positive. Let (zlr , vr , Er) = (u, V, E)(x - 0, tj = (u, v, E)(x, t + 0) and 
(u2 , V~ , E2) = (u, v, E)(x + 0, t) = (u, v, E)(x, t - 0). Then ((ur , vr , Er); 
(ui! , vz , A’,)} satisfy condition (E), and the Riemann problem ((ur , vr ) E,); 
(u2 9 v2 3 E2)> is solved by a single forward shock. Therefore, (u? , ~1~ , E,) E 
ys(~r , vi , Er) by Theorem 2.1, and thus 
S(x, t + 0) = S(u, , vl , El) > S(u, , v, , EJ = S(x, t - 0) 
by Lemma 3.2. Q.E.D. 
Final Remarks. 
(i) Theorem 3.2 is not a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. The con- 
verse of Theorem 3.2 is not true; i.e., there may exist a shock that does not 
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satisfy condition (E) but across which the entropy s increases. Therefore, 
the requirement that the entropy s increase across every discontinuity does 
not guarantee the uniqueness of the solution. 
(ii) In [l], Bethe showed that, if p,, is not always positive, then the 
contact discontinuity must occur. He also conjectured that the Riemann 
problem can be solved by shocks, rarefaction waves, and contact discontinuities 
such that any discontinuity is “stable”; i.e., the characteristic lines are either 
parallel to or bending toward the line of discontinuity. Theorems 1.1 and 2.2 
answer Bethe’s questions. In fact, we have proved that, in general, condition 
(E) implies “stability,” but not the converse. 
(iii) In [7], Weyl proved that the entropy s increases across any shock that 
satisfies a condition equivalent to Lax’s shock inequalities (L). He assumed 
that p,, > 0, p, < 0, p, > 0 and that along the shock curve p is a decreasing 
function of o. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are the generalizations of Weyl’s results. 
It is noted that our assumptions pV < 0, p, > 0, p, > 0 do not imply that p 
is a decreasing function of z, along every shock curve. 
(iv) The possibility that some materials may not have the property 
p,., > 0 was also discussed by Lambrakis and Thompson in [2]. 
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